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The Asociaci6n Nuclear Asc6 has prepared a model of Asc6 NPP using

KEL%P5/MCD2. This model, wi%ich include thermalhydraulics, kinetics and

protection and controls, has been qualified in previous calculations of

several actual pla_t trar_ients.

One of the transients of the qualification process is a "Pressurizer spray

valve fault_"opening" presented in this report, it consists in a primary

coolant depressurization that causes the reactor trip by.ov_ature and

later on the actuation of the safety injection.

The results are in close agreement with plant data.
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EXECL_ _

As_-_5Nuclear Pc_er Plant is a nuclear station with two PWR Qf-930 _ of

Westinghouse design.

The Thermalhydraulic analysis group of the Asociaci_n h_clear Asc6 (ANA) has

prepared a model of the plant using RELAP5/MPD2. This model includes

thermalhydraulics, kinetics and protection and controls.

AhA's ccmmitment with the International Code Assesmrent and Application

Program (ICAP) is the participation with t_o cases.

One of the transients selected for this purpose is the "Assessment of a

Pres=-urizerSpray valve faulty opening".

This transient has been chosen because of two main reasons:

- plant ins_taticn data are reasonably accurate for the entire

transient.

- The assesm_-nt qualifies the behaviour of diferant system%s and

_nents under abnormal _tions (spray valve, safety injection,

Reactor protection system).

The main conclusions of the analysis are the follc_/ng:

- Close a_t between results and data.

- Pelap5/m_12 Asc6 model is a valuable tool t_ analyze plant transients.
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FOREWORD

This report has been prepared by Asociaci6n Nuclear Asc6

in the framework of the ICAP-UNESA Project.

The report represents one of the application calculations

submitted in fulfilment of the bilateral agreement for coo-

peration in thermalhydraulic activities between the Consejo

de Seguridad Nuclear of Spain (CSN) and the United States

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) in the form of Spanish

contribution to the International Code Assessment and Appli-

cations Program (ICAP) of the USNRC whose main purpose is

the validation of the TRAC and RELAP system codes.

The Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear has promoted a coordi-

nated Spanish Nuclear Industry effort (ICAP-SPAIN) aiming to

satisfy the requirements of this agreement and to improve

the quality of the technical support groups at the Spanish

Utilities, Spanish Research Establishments, Regulatory Staff

and Engineering Companies, for safety purposes.

This ICAP-SPAIN national program includes agreements

between CSN and each of the following organizations"

- Unidad El_ctrica (UNESA)

- Uni6n Iberoamericana de TecnologTa El_ctrica (UITESA)

- Empresa Nacional del Uranio (ENUSA)

- TECNATOM

- LOFT-ESPANA

The program is executed by 12 working groups and a gener-

ic code review group and is coordinated by the "Comit_ de

Coordinaci6n". This committee has approved the distribution

of this document for ICAP purposes.

D-1/gO-MPNV ix



i. _UCTIC_

In !986, the Asc_iaci6n Nuclear Asco (ANA)-created a qroup for plant and

core t.hermal-hydraulic ar_lysis. The objectives of the grc_p are as

follows:

i. Create and update core and plant thermal-hydraulic models based on

best-estimate criteria.

2. Provide off-lir.e engineering support to the diff_t technical

branches of ANT_ (i.e., technical services, reactor operation):

a. Anal_-ze operating events that result in event reports.

b. Assess plant systems and/or .equipment mcd/fications as %_i1 as

plant operating procedures and emergency instructions.

c. Analyze plant behavior under Lncident or accident conditions in

the atcvementioned cases.

d. Scenarios and oore damage evaluation for probabilistic risk

assessment.

3. Review final safety analysis report transients and accidents based on

best-estimate criteria.

4. In the future and if appropriate, participate in Asc_ irdividual

plant examination.

The plant analysis activities developed so far include the following:

I. Implementation of REIAPS/MDD2 (Pal.l) cycle 36.05 in its _ version

in an _ 4381 and 3090 and cycle 36.04 and its Control Data

Corporation version in a Cyber 180/830. The results of both versions

for the scenarios analyzed are in close agreement.

2. Thermal-hydraulic nr_]el of both the primary and secondary sy_. /2/
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3. Kinetic model specifically adapted to Asc6

4. Simulation of control and protection systems /3/.

5. Revision and detailed study of all start-up tests and every transient

t_at has occurred in either unit. A total of 60 cases were studied.

Because of the influence of plant d}Tumnics and the quality and

availability of plant data, six cases were selected to validate the

ccrplete plant model:

a. Station blackout

b. Faulty pressurizer spray valve opening.

c. Turbine trip withc_t steam dump and secondary relief valves

available.

d. Loss cf feedwater (LOFW)

e. Turbine trip with all systems available

f. Turbi_.e pc_er step

6. Simulation of the abc_e six transients and adjustment of control

parameters/4/,/5/, /6/.

7. Participation in the Internacional Code Asses_nent and Application

Program with two cases.
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8. Analysis of transients such as small-break-loss-of-ccolant accident

(SBT_A), anticipated tra2.sient without scr_ (A_), _ others for

PRA studies.

The adjustment and qualification process is the first and most important

part of plant analysis. Sufficiently accurate predictions with

mea_dmgful sets of measured data provide validation of both the model

and the procedures te be used in the future to analyze varic_s transient

_-_ accident scer_rios of general interest such as SBLCCA and A._S.

-3-



2. l:'h_'I' AND TRANSIENT DF,SCR.IFYION

2.1 Plar.tDescriptiqn

Asc_ Nuclear Station is a nuclear power plant with t%D 930-Mwe

Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactors (I_). The first

criticalities were reached i_. June 1983 and September 1985,

respectively, for units I an II. Today, both units are in their

sixth and fourr_ cycles of normal operation.

The main characteristics of both units are given in Table I.

core oontains 157 fuel ass_lies of (17x17 -25) fuel rods and the

steam generators are typical ones with U-tubes and preheaters

(model D-3). All other major cc_ne.nts are standard Westinghouse

c_nents.

2.2 Plant Data Acqu/."sitic_ System

The pla2.t data used it, each assessment calculation is +-Pat

produced by the pl_nt process cc_ter on the post-trip report. It

t_IDes a value of each pre-selected variable every i0 seconds. The

post-trip report of this particular transient is given in Annex I.

2.3 Transient description

The transient started frcm 100% rated conditions because of an

unnoticed failure on the primary pressure control sys_.

The failure turned off all the pressurizer heaters and opened the

spray valve to its max_ mass flow rate. Immediately t,he primary

pressure started a continuc_s decrease. The reactor scramed 117

seconds after the failure of the pressure control system by the

over_aDare protection syst_n. The reactor trip further

decreases the pressure causing the injection of safety water I0

seconds after reactor trip.

-4-
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3. _KgDEL DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows the model used to simulate the plant. It consists of 134

volumes, 146 3uncticns, 32 heat structures, and 259 control variables.

The model includes the vessel, the three primary loops, the pressurizer,

the three steam generator, the three sec_ loops, and the steam

lines. The turbine, condenser, and feedwater tank are modeled as

dependent volumes.

The usual practice of implementing REIAP5 by _en/zing the multiple

steam generator loops into two loops (one including the pressurizer) is

not followed in this model because of the following reasons:

a) non - symmetric distribution of auxiliary feed-_ter among the three

steam generators

b) Different length of the steam lines of each loop.

c) Different number of plugged tubes in each steam generator.

d) Non - symmetric transients (loss of feed water, steam generator tube

break, s_all break in the primary circuit, one reactor coolant pump

trip, and so on) that require modeling of different actuations or

boundaryconditions,in each loop.

e) _ter ava/lability.

3.I Thermal - Hydraulic Model

a.- Primarysy.

The model /2/ of the primary system includes the main

_nents of the plant. The core is modeled by volume 120

and the proper heat structures. Volume 130 simulates the

by-pass region between the core baffle and the core barrel.

Volume 140 model the upper plenum and volumes 150 and 160 the

vessel upper head. The three hot lines depart from the core

-5-



pressurizer t_h volume 510. The pressurizer is divided

into two volu.--es.

The iawer one (volu_e 520) "s divided Unto five nodes. Heat

structures, simulating the pressurizer actual heaters, are

attached to the first t_ nodes. Volume 525 is a branch in

order to model the junctions cormecting the pressurizer with

the safety and relief valves and with the spray system.

Volume 420 models the re_aini/_ of the hot leg. Volumes 430

ard 440 simulate the water boxes of the steam generator. _"_ne

pr_ary side of the steam generater is modeled by volume 431

divided into nine nodes. Volutes 450, 465, 466 and 470

represent the cold leg. Volume 460 m_l the primary coolant

pump, proper l-_mlologous curves, given by the vendor, have

been used for this purpouse. Volute 468 models the Safety

Injection System.

b.-   onearysyste=

The model of the secondary system starts with Time Dependent

Volume 870 (!_ 3) that represent the feed-water going to

the steam generator. Volume 871 models the Auxiliary Feed

Water. The downer is simulated by means of volumes 800,

801, 822 and 825. The steam generator preheater is modeled by

volumes 806 and 807, and the remaning of the tubes zone by

volumes 808, 806, 809 and 810. T_e steam separator with

volute 820. Volume 830, 840 and 850 model the steam dryer and

the damo of the steam generator. The steam line starts at

volume 880. Safety and relief valves (components 886 and 884)

are connected to volume 881. Cc_nent Valve 885 models the

isolation valve. Time Dependent Volumes 994 and 999 represent

the free atmosphere. The steam is conducted throughout volume

883 to the steam-collector, volume 900. Finally Valves 906,

903 and 907 model the by-pass to condenser valve, and the

turbine stop and control valves, respect/vely.

-6-



Proper heat structures are used to connect thermally the

Fri_ary side of the steam ge_nerator _th the se_._.ary side.

Actual values are used for all the variables except for the

hydraulic diameter, heat trar_ fer surface, and thermal

conductivit-y of the tubes material where scr_ changes were

int_ced in order to achieve the actual heat transfer rate

without any change it. primary average temperature and

secondary pressure.

The data used to model %_lumes and junctions as well as heat

structures were taken form plant design information 17/.

3.2 Kinetic Model

The kinetic model /3/ w_s prepared using t/_e KEIAP5/Mod2 space-

independent reactor kinetics option with data from the ANA Nu-

clear Armlysis Group. The model includes a scram table of

reactivity versus time. T_e total control red drop time is the

actual value measured at plant. This table is activated by reactor

trip.

The control model supplies the reactivity of the C and D control

rod banks.

Th/s control reactivity is added to the feedback reactivities

calculated by the kinetic model from the data supplied for the

specific burn-up condition of each transient.

3.3 Control and Protection Systams Mcdel

%_e protection and control sy_ were modeled using REIAP5/MOD2

control blocks and follc_ing specific set_oint studies, logical

d/agrams and technical specifications of the plant /3/, /8/, /9/. The

model includes the fol!c_ing systsns:

-7-



a.- Reactor Trip System

Tb.e reactor can be tripped in t.his ASCE model because of the

follcw/mg effects:

- _ primary pressure.

- High prirary pressure.

- I_w speedat any pump.

- High pressurizer level.

- High reactor pc_er.

- Low level at e.ny steam generator.

- OverteqDera_e.

- Ove_.

- Turbi.ne trip.

- Safetyinjection.

In Figure 2 the logic of the reactor protection syste_ is

presented.

b.- High pressure Injec_.icn Syst_n

Using the following signals:

- Very low Average _"_mperature.

- L=_ steam generator pressure.

- High steam mass flow rate.

- Low primary pressure.

- Large pressure difference between S.G.

the logic of the safety injection system was reproduced. The

massflaw rate injected is modeled by means of the pumps

characteristic curves.

c.- Turbine Trip and Control System

The position of the turbine control valve is controlled as a

function of the diff_ between the Rsqu/_-_d Puwar and

-8-



Actual _, with the proper control block to model the ac-

tual logic of the plant.

The Turbine Trip (closure of the turbine stop, alve) is also

modeled. The signals of Safety Injection, ve .y high steam

generater level and Reactor trip, are used to trip the turbine.

Turbine run-back has not yet been mc_eled.

d.- Feed Water Control Syst_n

Tp.e feed water control syst_n has been modeled as shown in

Figure 3. The massflow rate calculated by the control system

is injected _ means of a time dependent junction.

The auxiliary feed water syst_n is also included in the rachel.

e.- Pressurizerlevel and pressure control syst_n

The mcdel of the pressure control syst_n actuates upon

heaters, spray valve and charging pump. Pressurizer safety and

relief valves and level control system are also simulated.

f.- Steam Dump control syste_n

In Figure 4 the model used for the steam dunp control systa_

is represented.

g.- Average Temperature Control System

The average temperature control system mc_leled with

RELAPS/_2 is shown in Figure 5. As can be observed this

system controls both the primary average tenlDerature and the

primary-secondary power mistm_ch.
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Other systems modeled are:

h.- Steam-iLne Isolation logic.

i.- Main Feedwater Isolation logic.

j.- Safety and Relief valves of the secondary.
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4.- _ADY S___TE_TION

A steady state calculation was performed with the plant at 100% rated

condition. The objective is to obta/2_ a stable cond/tion to start

trar_ients.

In Table 3 a _ison between the model results and the plant data is

given for the main plant variables. A ccr_lete description of the plant

sensors and signals is given in ref. i0.

-11-



5.- TRANSIENT CAIEIKATIONANDCCF_ARISONVERSUS _E_TA

The comparison between model predictions (see table 5) aga/nst plant

data (see table 4) shows an overall good agr_t with some minor

disagreements that will be explained later.

Table 6 shows a cuzparison of the cronology of the main events.

As can be seen in figures 6 to 18 the transient which begun at second

I00, starts with an unnoticed opening of the spray valves to its fully

open position (figure 13). This causes a continucus decrease in primary

pressure (figure 6), reactor power because of the correspondent decrease

in moderator density, primary average temperature (figure 7) and

secondary pressure (Figure i0). This event produces a decrease in the

overteniDerat_e setpoint signal t_t (see Figure 17) reaches the actual

de lta-tenperature and trips the reactor. The trip takes place in the

model at second 216.3 (see Table 6) while in plant it was at secured 217,

but in both cases for the same reason: overt_perature. The low pressure

setpoint of the protection system was close to be reached but it is not

the signal that trips the plant.

Figure 13 shows the pressurizer spray mass flcw rate accord/ngly with

delta-P betwe__n cold leg and pressurizer (see figure 18).

After the trip a further decrease in plant pressure occur, because of

the puwer reduction and sure i0 seconds later, at second 236.4, the high

Pressure Injection System became active inject/rag about 25 Kg/s into the

primary system (Figure 14) until the end of the transient.

Because of turbine trip the steam-dump valves open, contrDlled by

primary average temperature, (see Figures i0 and 16) lowering secondary

pressure and in same seoonds steam dump valves close. Afterwards the

continous decrease in secondary pressure is caused by steam extractions.

Control system causes main feed water trip (see Figure 15) and auxiliary

feed-water is injected only to steam generators 1 and 3 Ccecause of loop

2 dis funct/on).

-12-



The comparison in the behaviour of the main variables is explained below.

a.- Primary Pressure.

In figure 6 pressure at the hot leg is presented. As can be seen the

_ison is good but the pressure decrease predicted by REIAP because

of the spray actuation (second i00 to plant trip), has a ic__r slope

than the actual one. It may be caused by a more effective vapor

condensation in the plant, caused by the liquid dropplet, than in the

model.

b.- Primary Temperature

In figure 7 model primary average temperature with and without signal

proccesing is cccloared versus the plant value. In figure 8 model hot leg

temperature of loop i, without signal proccesing is ccmlpared against

plant data.

It can be observed that when signal proccessing is introduced the

c_ion is fairly good.

c.- Pressurizer level.

In figure 9 the comparison between model prediction and plant data is

given. The overall _ison is fair although a larger increase in

plant level is observed both before the reactor trip and when level

recovery starts. It may be due to limitations to the actual simulation

of the surge line in the model.

d.- Secondary Pressure

In figure I0 the comparison of this variable versus actual data is

given. It can be observed that the short term behaviour of the steam

dump valves is not well rep_ced in the model and a faster decrease of

secondary pressure than the actual one is obtained. The long term

behaviour is correctly predicted. This problem is being studied also
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with other transients. Except for thls point a good _ison is

obtained.

e.- Steam Generators level.

In figure ii the _ison between steam generator 1 narrow range level

(steam generator 3 behaviour is totally similar since auxiliary feed

water is injected at both steam generators) and actual plant data is

qiven.

Figure 12 shows the cc_parison for steam generator 2 which does nct

receive auxiliary feed-water in this transient.

In both level predictions same oscillations can be observed when narrow

range level decrease _nder about 30%. Some diferent nodalizaticns have

been tested before chosing the be_ one in order to _ze these

oscillations. The averall _isons _ in figures ii and 12 are

good, _xcept for steam generator 2 during the last 40 seconds, where

plant data show a quicker decrease that has not yet an explanation.
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6.- RUN STATISTICS

Calculations were carried out on a CYBER 180/830 k_3S 2.5 property of

Fundacion Leonardo Torl'es Quevedo located at Santander - Spain.

REI2_5/Mod. 2 cycle 36.04 was used in all the calculations.

In Table 8 a Typical run statistics is presented.

-15-



7.- DNCLUSIONS

The transient has been sin,,lated with RelapS/mcd2 Asc6 model.

The results are in close agreement with plant data.

This calculation, along with those of the rest of transients of the

qualification matrix, provides the validation of the model.

The function of the pressurizer spray valve is correctly predicted by

the model.

The transient provides the asses_rent of the high pressure Safety

Injection, as well as the reactor protection system.

Although in long term, the actuation of the steam-dump seems to be

correctly predicted, in short term this actuation can be improved.

Same diferent steam generator nodalizations have been tested before

chosing the best one in order to minimize level oscilations. The level

predictions are, any way in fair agreement with actual data.

The model of Asc6 using RelapS/mcd2 is a valuable tool to analyze plant

transients.
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- Electrical power 930 Mwe

- Thermal reactor power 2686 Mwth

- Fuel UO2

- Number of assmrblies 157

- Fuel rods per _=uelassembly (17x17 - 25) = 264

- Active length of fuel rods 3.657 m

-3
- Outside diameter of fuel rods 4.75 x i0 m

- Cladding tube material Zr -4

-3
- Cladding tube %_ll thickness 0.655xi0 m.

- Average linear heat generation rate 17.2 Kw/m.

- Absorber rods per control assembly 24

- Absorber material Ag - in -Cd.

- Number of coolant loops 3

- Reactor operating pressure (pressurizer) 15.51 Mpa.

- Coolant Average _rature 581.3 QK

- Coolant flaw rate 14287 Kg/s

Table I.- Description of the main Characteristics of Asco I and II

Nuclear Station. (I of 3)
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Steam Generator

- _/pe Westinghouse D-3

- Number 3

- Height 20.6 m

- Diameter (L_per shell) 4.445 m

- Tube material Ineonel 600

- Average tube length 15.94 m

- Desiqn pressure/t_ra _ture 8.17 MPa/589 QK

(steam plant side)

-2
- Inner diameter of tubes 1.687xi0 m.

- Outer diameter of tubes 1.905xi0 -2 m.

Reactor coolant Pu_ps

- Type Westinghouse 93-DS

- Discharge head 86.25 m

- Design flc_ rate 5.928 m 3 /s

- Speed 155 rad/s

Table 1.- Description of the main characteristics of Asc6 I and II

Nuclear Station. (2 of 3)
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Pressurizer

- Height 12.835 m

- Diameter (inner) 2.134 m

- Volume 39.64 m3

- Operating saturation pressure 15.51 _a

- Heating power of the heater rods I.40 Mwe

Steam/Power Conversion Plant

- Feed Water fl_ rate 497.5 Kg/s/loop

- Main steam flow rate 1492 Kg/s

- Steam moisture at steam

generator outlet 0.25%

- Feedwater temperature 497.05 QK

Table i - Description of the main characteristics of Asc6 I and II Nuclear

Station. (3 of 3)
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Second Event

0.0 Pressure control system failure.

117.0 Reactor Trip.

117.1 Luwpressure signal.

127.0 Safety Injection.

Table 2 - [,'=uinevents that took place during the transient.
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VARIABLE RELAP5/_DD2 PLANT DATA

PRIMARY _,_%SSFLOW RATE (Kg/s) 14027. 14287. *

CORE BY-PASS MASS _ RATE (%) 2.71 2.71 *

VESSEL DELTA-T (QK) 33.24 33.26

REACiDR _ (Mw) 2681. 2686.

PR/_/_Y PRESSURE (5_?a) 15.50 15.51

PKI_JLY AVERAGE T_?ERATLq_E (QK) 581.1 581.3

RECIRCU!ATION RATIO 2.286 2.29 *

UP-STREAMFLOWRATIO

IN THE S.G. PREHF_TER .517 .520 *

STEAM GENERATORNARRf_RANGELEVEL .66 .66

SECOhDARY PRESSURE (MPa) 6.808 6.821

STEAM O0_R PRESSURE (F_a) 6.705 6.724

STEAM MASS _ RATE (Kg/s) 1478.5 1492.0

* DESING DATA

Table 3 - Comparison between _5/_K)D2 values and actual date for steady

state.
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IDENTIFICATOR DESCRIPTION

T0421A Average Temperature measured in loop 2.

T0424A Vessel Delta - _rature __asured in loop 2.

F0442A Meassured Mass Flow Rate of loop 3.

P0499A Pressure at loop 2, hot leg.

P0484A Pressurizer pressure.

P0419A Temperature at loop 2, hot leg.

N0482A Pressurizer level.

P0400A Secondazy pressure, loop I.

N0400A Level of the steam generator 1.

N0420A Level of the seteam generator 2.

N0440A Level of the steam generator 3.

Table 4 - Description of plant data mm_ure_m_.
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

P220010000 Pressure at the Hot leg of loop 2.

T220010000 T_perature at the hot leg of loop 2.

P520050000 Pressurizer pressure.

V/I/3WJ 100030000 Mass Flow rate of loop 3, cold leg.

CNTRLVAR 5 Average Temperature.

CNTRLVAR 26 ProccessedAverage Temperature.

CNTRLVAR 6 Vessel Delta-T (Hot minus cold leg Temperature).

CNTRLVAR 25 Processed Vessel Delta-T.

_VAR 13 Pressurizer level.

RA"VPC_ _ Nuclear Reactor Pawer.

105 Mass Flow Rate at the inlet of the lower Plenum.

M/J10001 Mass Flow Rate of loop I, cold leg.

MFJI0002 Mass Flow Rate of loop 2, cold leg.

P681010000 Secondary pressure at the steam line of loop i.

MFJ906 Steam-DumpMass Flow Rate.

Table 5 - Description of RELAP5/M_DD2 variables. (i of 2)
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MFJ675 M_in Feed Water Mass Flow Rate of Loop I.

MFJ672 Auxiliary Feed Water Mass Flow Rate of Loop i.

MFJ772 Auxiliary Feed Water Mass Flow Rate of Loop 2.

CNTRLVAR 16 Steam Generator 1 narrow range water level.

C_TRLVAR 17 Steam Generator 2 narrow range water level.

CNTRLVAR 18 Steam Generator 3 narrow range water level.

V/IJ535 Pressurizer Spray Mass Flow Rate.

MFLJ367 Safety Injection Mass Flow Rate.

CNTRLVAR 147 Main Feed Water Mass Flow Rate of Loop I.

C_TRLVAR 36 Overtemperature Setpoint.

CNTRLVAR 47 Processed Vessel Delta-T (Reactor Protection System)

P36501 Cold leg Pressure

Table 5 - Description of RELAP5/MOD2 variables. (2 of 2)
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Event Time (s)

Plant Relap

Pressure control system failure I00.0 I00.0

Reactor trip (overtemperature) 217.0 216.3

Steam-Dump starts to open -- 216.5

Low pressure signal 217.1 218.0

Steam-Dunlo fully open -- 223.5

Safety Injection 227.0 236.3

Low average temperature signal -- 236.7

Table 6 - Comparison of the cronology of the main events.
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O3MP_ ASSESSM_If C%_R 180/830

TRANSIENT TIME (s) 290

CPUTIME (s) 37460

C (total number of actives volu-

mes in the model) 173

_T (Total number of time steps) 7600

CPU x i000

.--------- 28.491

CxDT

CPUTD_/TBANSIZNT TIME 129.17

Table 7 - Run Statistics.
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FIGURES

FIGURE i. NODALIZATION DIAGRAM OF ASCO NU(I[ZAR PCMER PLANT.

FIGURE 2. LOGIC OF THE REACTOR P_ON SY_.

FIGURE 3. FEEDWATER CONTRf)L SYST_4.

FIGURE 4. STE_-DUMP COh'FRf]LSYSTEm4.

FIGURE 5. PRIFiARY AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM.

FIGURE 6. PRESSURIZER PRESSURE.

FIGURE 7. PRIMARY AVERAGE _ERATURE.

FIGURE 8. HOT LEG TE_v[PERATURE.

FIGURE 9. PRESSURIZER LEZ2EL.

FIGURE I0. SF_LX)NDARYPRESSURE.

FIGURE ii. STEAM GENERATOR 1 _ RANGE LEVEL.

FIGURE 12. STEAM GE[qERATOR 2 NARRfM RANGE LEVEL.

FIGURE 13. SPRAY MASS FLOW RATE.

FIGURE 14. SAFETY _TER _'ASS FI/]W RATE.

FIGURE 15. FEED-WATER MASS _ RATE.

FIGURE 16. STEAM-DUMP MASS _ RATE.

FI(_/RE 17. VESSEL DELTA _TURE.
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